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Welcome to the Roseberry Autumn newsletter 

In this Edition we would like to share exclusively 
with you… the stories that have shaped the past 
couple of months here at Roseberry…  

The dedication and inspirations and         
achievements of tenants who show cased their 
talents in the saha fashion show with exclusive 
pictures on the process of the design inventions 
and interventions.  

November 2015 



Green Fingers 
Tenants have shown great enthusiasm 

and excitement in growing vegetables. 

Maintaining vegetable plots is now         

incorporated into tenant’s everyday living. 

The vegetrable’s we sewed beginning of 

spring have all been harvested and used 

in our weekly Sunday Lunches.  Winter 

veggies are planted  ready for Christmas 

lunch. 

Spring Greens 



Fashion Show Workshops-Defining Designs. 

A 

Late Spring we started to sew the seeds for the designs to contribute towards the 

saha fashion show due September 2015 in London. Holding weekly workshops    

tenants worked hard on design ideas and drawing up their designs. 

It was decided that due to the 150th Anniversary of the Salvation Army– the 

designs that we created would be themed around the Salvation Army colour’s RED-

BLUE-YELLOW– acknowledging the symbolism of these colour’s, also we wanted 

to have a bash at re-designing the female Salvation Army Uniform. 

Above: Peter Bilton’s design on a new Emblem to add to some of the designs,       
focusing on the symbolism of colour and bridging the meaning of colour between the 
Salvation Army and  saha. 



Defining Designs. 

Above: Annemarie Nelsons Design Idea for a Childrens 
Tabard, we then created a poster to promote it and   
titled the design Children’s Sabard 

Above: Christine Whitelock working on her    
design Idea for a Waterfall scarf. 

Above: Beverley Sturdy worked on drawing designs for both formal and casual outfits. 



Design Intervention. 

Designs submitted: we were selected to submit all accessories and to work on 
4 design ideas to submit toward the saha fashion show due September 2015. 
The Roseberry training kitchen immediately turned into a sweat shop and 
sweat we did as we worked like elves to complete the designs ready for the    
fashion show.  



Devine intervention. 
Just in the Nick of time designs were completed and looking both refined and 

Divine! 



The big day... 

Tenant Annemarie shows off her completed Children’s tabard design and photos of 
the design process are on show. Tenants got the chance to meet the other teams 
who had submitted for the fashion show and observed the whole process of the 
fashion show being set up. 



The big night... 

Above: Models show casing the designs on the cat walk 
Below: Award ceremony Roseberry receiving the creativity and talent 
award for 2 of the designs, created by Beverley Sturdy. 



The big day out... 

Still elated from the day before Tenants and staff took the opportunity to     
enjoy the sites of London before the journey home…. 



The big after-show party... 

To celebrate the success of the fashion show, Roseberry threw an after-
show party to acknowledge the achievements and to give tenants who were 
unable to attend the fashion show in London the opportunity to enjoy the 
success. 
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